the safe and solid
lightweight keg

EASY
TO
HANDLE

Why UniKeg?
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Double-walled: extremely safe and sturdy
Conventional fittings available
Lowers costs
Increased sales
Economical
Recyclable
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Bag-in-Keg™ Technology
versus the
Spear
Kegs can be divided into two categories: kegs
with an internal tube (or “spear”) and kegs with
the Bag-in-Keg™ technology, an invention of
Lightweight Containers that prevents the
propellant gas from coming into contact with
the beverage. In a keg using a spear, the
beverage and the gas do come into contact.
UniKeg belongs to this category.

UniKeg- a Solid
and Proven Design
UniKeg is a one-way keg, developed by the
company behind the globally successful
KeyKeg brand, Lightweight Containers. UniKeg
offers the same reliability and safety, at a very
competitive price. This breakthrough was made
possible by integrating Lightweight Containers’
know-how and proven technologies in a sturdy
design. With UniKeg you’ll be ready for any
challenge in the supply chain!
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Safe and sturdy
The challenge for UniKeg was to combine a low
price with high quality. The solution turned out
to be the combination of some proven technologies: KeyKeg’s Double-Wall™ technology, a
spear and micromatic compatible fitting. This
combination produced a new keg with unique
qualities. These technologies have proven
themselves separately in practice, and they
work seamlessly together. The Research & Development team has conducted extensive tests
on the UniKeg concept in order to guarantee
the safety and reliability of every UniKeg.
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Sustainable

Unique Branding Options

A 20 liter UniKeg weighs less than 1 kg (2.20 lbs)
and a 30 liter UniKeg only 1,3 kg (2.86 lbs).
Not only is less plastic needed to manufacture
them, it also means that up to 30% more
product can be transported per shipment.
Since no return transport is needed, you can
save over 60% on transport. You also no
longer need to clean empty kegs. Every UniKeg
consists of 28% post-consumer materials and is
recyclable when empty. Lightweight Containers
is striving for a circular economy and has
enshrined this in its corporate objectives. This makes the UniKeg a sustainable alternative
to other forms of packaging.

The UniKeg comes with a standard sleeve,
which can also be custom-printed with your
own branding. The sleeve is a powerful means
of communication, and gives you unique
opportunities to promote your brand.

Universal
and Erg onomic
A UniKeg is fitted with a confentional fitting.
With this fitting, a UniKeg will fit almost any dispensing system using CO2, nitrogen or a mixed
gas as a propellant. Its optimal slim shape fits
easily under a bar or in a refrigerator. Its shape,
light weight, and ergonomic grip make the
UniKeg easy to use for everyone in the supply
chain. The UniKeg also saves storage space,
whether you’re a beverage producer, distributor,
or a bar or restaurant.

New M a r ket s
UniKeg makes expensive and risky return
systems unnecessary. The supply chain prefers
lightweight, ergonomic and non-returnable kegs,
so UniKeg brings new markets within reach.
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LIGHT
WEIGHT

UniKeg
specifications
UniKeg 30

Specs

UniKeg 20

Weight
Diameter
Volume (2 bar / 29 PSI)
Height
Double-Wall™ Technology
Type of pallet for empty kegs
Number per pallet (empty)
Number per pallet (full)

1,3 kg (2.86 lbs)
1 kg (2.20 lbs)
300 mm (11.81 in)
240 mm (9.45 in)
30 lt (7.93 gal)
20 lt (5.28 gal)
572 mm (22.52 in)
572 mm (22.52 in)
yes
yes
Standard GMA Pallet (ISO2) Block 1000 x 1200 mm (40” x 48”)
48 (max.)
80 (max.)
36 (max.)
60 (max.)
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The advantages of UniKeg
✓ Double-walled: safe and solid
✓ Conventional fittings available
✓ Low price
✓ Lowers costs
✓ Increased sales
✓ Makes expensive return
systems unnecessary

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Saves 60% on transport
Sustainable
Recyclable
Lightweight and ergonomic
Wide range of branding options
Efficient to store
Pre-purged with nitrogen
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